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Abstract

The tremendous success of the World Wide Web is countervailed by efforts needed
to search and find relevant information. For tabular structures embedded in HTML
documents typical keyword or link-analysis based search fails. The Semantic Web
relies on annotating resources such as documents by means of ontologies and aims to
overcome the bottleneck of finding relevant information. Turning the current Web
into a Semantic Web requires automatic approaches for annotation since manual
approaches will not scale in general. Most efforts have been devoted to automatic
generation of ontologies from text, but with quite limited success. However, tabular
structures require additional efforts, mainly because understanding of table contents
requires a table structures comprehension task and a semantic interpretation task,
which exceeds in complexity the linguistic task. The focus of this paper is on auto-
matic transformation and generation of semantic (F-Logic) frames from table-like
structures. The presented work consists of a methodology, an accompanying imple-
mentation (called TARTAR) and a thorough evaluation. It is based on a grounded
cognitive table model which is stepwise instantiated by the methodology. A typi-
cal application scenario is the automatic population of ontologies to enable query
answering over arbitrary tables (e.g. HTML tables).
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1 Introduction

The World Wide Web has in the years of its exponential growth become a uni-
versal repository of human knowledge and culture, thus enabling an exchange
of ideas and information on a global level. The tremendous success of the
Internet is based on its usage simplicity, efficiency, and enormous market po-
tential [30,45]. The infrastructure of the Internet, as originally planned, was
intended for direct user exploitation, because arbitrary information sources
provide their services in a user friendly, understandable fashion.

The negative side of the Internet success is evident when one wants to con-
duct a non-trivial task, i.e. find or gather relevant information. The search
of interesting information turned out to be a difficult, time-consuming task,
especially due to the size, poor structure and lack of organization of the In-
ternet [3,30]. These are the main reasons for the appearance of a number of
approaches in the last decade with common objectives, such as searching and
gathering information. One of the first solutions to cope with the information
overload was search engines, where a user enters keywords and the engine
returns a set of ’interesting’ links with their descriptions that best suit the
query. The major disadvantage of the approach is that an engine might return
thousands of potentially interesting links, for a user to manually explore. The
study, described in [30], showed that the number of keywords in queries is in
general shorter than three, which clearly cannot sufficiently narrow down the
search space. In principle, this can be seen as the problem of users of search en-
gines themselves. Reducing the ambiguity of search requests can be achieved
by adding semantics, which can help to improve search results even with a
request of a very limited size. In addition, search engines favor largest infor-
mation providers due to name-branding and time optimization. As a result,
this largely reduces the basic advantage of the Internet.

Most information on the Web is presented in semi-structured and unstructured
documents, i.e. loosely structured natural language text encoded in html, and
only a small portion represents structured documents [1,46]. Structured doc-
uments are mostly created out of databases using various templates. A semi-
structured document is a mixture of loosely structured natural language text
and template structures [1,44]. The lack of metadata which would precisely
annotate the structure and semantics of documents, and ambiguity of natural
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language, in which these documents are encoded, makes automatic computer
processing very complex [6,23,34]. The Semantic Web [2] aims to overcome
this bottleneck.

Template structures, in particular tabular structures (i.e. tables or lists), in-
corporated into semi-structured documents, may have many different forms
and can differ substantially even if they represent the same content or data
[29,25,38]. Efficient handling of such structures and automatic transforma-
tion into explicit semantics is a crucial task we deal with in this paper. We
developed a method that consists of a methodology, an accompanying imple-
mentation and a thorough evaluation.

Fig. 1. The desired functionality of our approach.

The problem we are dealing with is represented in Figure 1. The input to
the system is semi-structured information in the form of arbitrary domain-
related (HTML, PDF, EXCEL, etc.) tables. No knowledge of the domain is
given to the system – in particular no pre-defined ontology is required. The
task of the system is to automatically transform semi-structured informa-
tion into structured, to derive the logical description of input structures and
to formalize them in a way that both structural and semantic perspective are
considered and explicitly observable. The goal is also to automatically an-
notate input structures according to the derived/generated schemas and use
them, by exploiting an inference engine, to reply to users’ queries. This task
is in a way similar to those of information extraction, wrapper generation,
or in general to Web mining, but the essential request in our view is that
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the system must achieve at least 50% success rate in terms of successful frame
generation. Note that the success rate of automatic ontology generation for an
arbitrary domain-related text is around 20-30% [1,3,7,23,34]. The requested
performance of our system is based on the assumption that tables facilitate
the extraction of their structure, and the meaning.

The main benefits for applying our method are the following ones:

• fully automated knowledge formalization and assimilation of tables,
• applicability for arbitrary tables,
• independence of domain knowledge,
• independence of document types,
• explicit semantics of generated frames,
• enabled query answering over heterogeneous tables.

The method is based on a grounded cognitive table model [27] which is step-
wise instantiated by our methodology. It is implemented in a system named
TARTAR 1 (Transforming ARbitrary TAbles into fRames) which is respon-
sible for actual transformation of arbitrary tables into explicit semantics, in
particular F-Logic frames. Since there are an endless number of table layout
variations we identified a couple of most relevant table types which were used
in the experimental setting during the evaluation of our approach.

F-Logic is the acronym for Frame Logic [32], and integrates features from
object-oriented programming, frame-based knowledge representation languages
and first order logic. At first it was used for deductive and object-oriented
databases, but was later adapted and used for representing ontologies. The
major advantages for choosing it as a representation language are: model-
theoretic semantics, sound and complete resolution-based proof theory, ex-
pressive power of logic and availability of efficient reasoning tool support.
Further details as well as a brief introduction of the syntax can be found in
Section 5.

Slightly more detailed example of the overall table transformation is presented
in Figure 2. The figure consists of three parts where (a) represents a table
describing information from a tourist domain, in particular about accommo-
dation prices in hotels, (b) depicts the output of the system, in particular the
automatically generated frame encoded in F-Logic and accordingly formalized
table content, together constituting an object base, and (c) gives two possible
queries that could be posted against the object base with respective results
returned by an inference engine. The queries are written in F-Logic syntax
(see Section 5 for details), but for a better readability also their natural lan-
guage equivalents are provided. The natural language interface to an inference
engine, i.e. OntoBroker, is not part of this paper, as it is described in [5].

1 Source code of the system is freely available and can be downloaded from [47].
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Fig. 2. The objective of applying our method is to transform (a) an arbitrary in-
put table into (b) an F-Logic frame with formalized data which (c) subsequently
supports the ontology population and query answering using an inference engine
OntoBroker [12].

Note that in the rest of the paper we will use table examples from two different
domains. In particular, tables in Figures 2, 4(a), 4(b), and 5 belong to a tourist
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domain; the rest of the tables are based on our running example shown in
Figure 3 which belongs to a student courses domain. By this we want to show
that our system is able to deal with information from different domains and
is not bound to a single domain since there are no domain-specific operations
in our approach. Also, our method can in general be applied to any table
layout description (i.e. html, excel, pdf, text, etc.) but as a proof-of-concept
we implemented it prototypically only for Web tables.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we first introduce the ground-
ing table model which forms the base for our stepwise methodology to generate
frames out of tables. Subsequently we explain each methodological step in de-
tail and also show relevant substeps. In Section 4 we present a thorough two
step evaluation of the accompanying implementation. Section 5 describes po-
tential applications where the results of this work could make a significant
impact, particulary as related to the Semantic Web. After presenting the re-
lated work in Section 6 we conclude in Section 7.

2 Tabular Structures

Tables are one of the most popular and commonly used structures when it
comes to presenting, visualizing or comparing data [3,9,22,28]. More precisely,
they visualize indexing schemes for relations, which may be understood as a set
of n-tuples where n is the number of dimensions in the relation [15]. A relation
may be presented in a table in many different ways while its dimensions may
be laid out in different row or column arrangements, repeated, or ordered in
various ways. The organization of dimensions in a table affects which data are
most easily accessed and compared [11,22].

Figure 3 describes a student’s course results for various terms and assign-
ments/exams and will be used throughout the paper as a running example.
The presented table comprehends a typical table anatomy and corresponds to
an object (a) in Figure 2. It is composed of two independent parts (different
logical orientation), where the first two rows describe course and student in-
formation, while the rest of the table presents assignment/exam results. Table
terminology is given only on the latter table part, since it includes all types
of information, is (visually) more descriptive, and therefore adequate for our
presentation purposes. A dimension is a grouping of cells representing similar
entities. It may also contain a dimension header which usually semantically
describes its elements. For example, the header ’Final Grade’ semantically de-
scribes the dimension elements: 77.5, 67.3,...,61.3. Relation dimensions, whose
content is to be searched and compared, have their elements located in the
body ; the remaining dimensions, typically located on the left-hand side, named
stubs, usually serve as headers and are used to index elements located in the
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Fig. 3. The figurative example and terms shown here are taken from [53] where
Chicago Manual of Style [16] terminology is used.

body. A table cell is an individual dimension element; a group of topologically
contiguous cells in the body is referred to as a block. The headers, placed in
a box head (such as a (nested) column header), or in a stub (such as a stub
head, or a (nested) row header), are often nested - hierarchically organized -
to visually bind dimension names with elements and to factor one dimension
by another. The headers typically contain a conceptual naming or semantic
description of the elements they are bound to. For example, the dimension
’Term’ in Figure 3 is factored by ’year’ in the stub of the table, which is in-
dicated by nesting the elements (e.g. ’Winter’) below the ’year’ elements (e.g.
’2004’).

The implementation of our methodological approach so far handles only tables
found in Web documents but in general it can handle tables in arbitrary types
and domains. In Web tables header nesting is usually indicated by special
html tags, in particular rowspan and colspan, which cannot be shown in Fig-
ure 3, since they serve as layout arguments. In particular, if the example was
encoded in html, then the header cell ’Course’ spanning two columns would
contain an argument colspan with value two, and the cell ’2004’ spanning three
rows would contain an argument rowspan with value three.
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2.1 Table Model

Linguistic models traditionally describe natural language in terms of syntax
and semantics. There also exist models to describe tables in similar ways (cf.
[27,28,53]) where tables are analyzed along the following aspects:

• Graphical – an image level description of the pixels, lines and text or other
content areas,
• Physical – a description in terms of inter-cell relative location,
• Structural – the organization of cells (topology) as an indicator of their

navigational relationship,
• Functional – the purpose of areas of the tables in terms of data access,
• Semantic – the meaning of text in the table and the relationship between

the interpretation of cell content, the meaning of structure in the table and
the meaning of its reading.

Our approach builds on the model described above with some modifications.
First, we will not consider the graphical dimension. Regarding the physical
dimension, we will process the tables encoded in html format in order to get
a physical model of the table. Inspection of the physical model will tell us the
relative position of the cells. The relative position is calculated by finding the
minimum number of overlaid rows and columns required to capture all the
cells in the table.

In order to capture the structural dimension of the table, further processing is
necessary. By structure, we mean that aspect of the table which restricts the
manner in which we may navigate the table. The structure relates firstly to the
functional component of the model, and secondly to the semantic view of the
table. Firstly, structure facilitates physical economy, where the organization
of cells allows the author to juxtapose certain information bearing elements
to imply certain concepts. The second point relates to the semantics hold-
ing between the content bearing elements of the table. Organizing the table
physically helps to indicate where certain inter-cell relationships exist. Clearly,
these two aspects of structure contribute to ambiguities in the interpretation
of the system.

Functional description concerns the reading of tables (i.e. local or global
search) and functional regions, where Hurst [28] distinguishes between two
functional cell roles access and data. Cells of role data are the ones users are
interested in when reading a table and which contain the actual information,
while cells of role access determine the path (index) to follow in the table in
order to find the data cell of interest. Hurst also distinguishes local (looking for
one specific data cell) from global (comparing the value of different data cells)
search in a table. In our approach we describe the functional dimension of a
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table in order to support the global search, where a table’s indexing scheme [8]
needs to be discovered. Such a functional description requires to: (a) find all
data and access regions in a table, and (b) discover relational information in
order to support global search.

In our method we distinguish between two functional types of cells: A(ttribute)-
cells and I(nstance)-cells. A-cells describe the conceptual nature of the in-
stances in a table. I-cells represent the actual data cells or the instances of the
concepts represented by a certain A-cell. I-cells can have two different func-
tional roles described by Hurst, i.e. each cell plays a role of data or access cell.
For example, the cells ’Final Grade’ or ’Term’ are of functional type A-cell,
where the first semantically describes I-cells ’77.5’, ’67.3’, ..., ’61.3’, while the
second one describes I-cells ’2003’...’2004’, and also I-cells ’Fall’, ’Winter’, and
’Spring’. The first group of I-cells are of functional role data, and the latter
ones of role access.

A semantic model of linguistic communication ultimately describes what is
true about the world (possible world semantics), which should also be the goal
of the semantic interpretation od information presented in tables. However, it
is important to recognize that this task exceeds in complexity the linguistic
tasks. Consequently, we investigate the notion of a semantic interpretation of
tables in a number of levels. We aim to cover the following topics, as required
by Hearst [28], where each topic contributes conceptually and systematically
to our semantic view of the table:

• Relation Semantics: a table is viewed as a relational information structure,
• Cell Content: the relation semantics advance a truth functional model of

the table cells, however, the cells themselves are complex semantic entities
and require further analysis, and
• Inter-cell Relationships: relationships hold between the interpretation of the

cell content elements in different cells.

Regarding the semantic description we chose a slightly different paradigm
as Hurst. Instead of only adopting the relational model [8], we describe the
semantics of a table in terms of F-Logic frames [32]. F-Logic combines the
intuitiveness of modeling with frames and the expressive power of logic. By
resorting to F-Logic, which complies to part (b) of Figure 2, we are thus able
to describe the semantics of tables in a model-theoretic way. Furthermore, as
required by Hurst, the frame makes explicit: (a) the meaning of cell contents,
(b)the functional dimension of the table, and (c) the meaning of the table
based on its structure. Furthermore, existing F-Logic inference engines such
as Ontobroker [12] allow later on query answering over multiple heterogeneous
tables. Therefore it was our primary choice as representation language.
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In the next subsection we present a limited vocabulary of physical arrange-
ments of tables which enable the organization of their elements.

2.2 Table Classes

In this paper we will restrict ourselves to the tables that present mostly textual
data, encoded in HTML documents, although our method is in general capa-
ble of covering other document types, as already shown in Figure 1. HTML
tags are used to define the table grid (contents and relative positions of the
cells), and may also define the header (box head), and footer areas. On the
other hand, html does not encode the stub location, indexing structure, or
underlying relation of a table. In practice, tables encoded in html often do
not use the header and footer tags, and use tags that are not part of the table
tag set (i.e. paragraph tag). Also, the table environment is often used to layout
lists and matrices of data in a grid with no indexing structure [29,57].

In practice there is an endless number of table variations and forms. For ex-
ample, in Figure 3 headers or explanatory text might appear in the body of
a table. In some cases, tables even contain tables within cells, or are compo-
sitions of tables, producing complicated indexing structures [22,53]. However,
the majority of table subtypes studied in the literature are encapsulated in
Figure 3.

We have identified three major table layout classes that appear frequently
on the Web: 1-Dimensional (1D), 2-Dimensional (2D), and Complex tables
as shown in Figures 4(a), 4(b), and 5, respectively. The first two classes are
rather simple and appear more often compared to the last class. A similar
classification into classes has also been introduced in [52].

Fig. 4. One-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) tables.

1-Dimensional tables: this class of tables has a box head and at least one-
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line body. If the box head consists of nested (hierarchically organized) headers
then we assume they are somehow related. The content of the body cells
represents the instances of header cells above. An example of this type is
given in Figure 4(a) where information about trips and corresponding costs
are depicted.

2-Dimensional tables: this class of tables has a box head, a stub and a
rectangular table body. Discovering, handling, and transforming this class is
hard as it is difficult for a system without any prior knowledge to decide if
the stub content presents headers (A-cells) or instances (I-cells) Our solution
here is to interpret the stub as A-cells only if a stub header is a non-spanning
cell with an empty label or a label containing a character ’/’. An example of
this type is given in Figure 4(b) where the information on a particular flight
is given.

Fig. 5. Two variations of a complex partition table with the same content.

Complex tables: this class of tables shows a great variety in layout structure.
The examples of such a table type can be observed in Figures 3 and 5. The
first figure refers to our running example table; the latter one describes various
deposit types and applicable rates. A complex table might have the following
features:

• Partition data labels: Special over-spanning data labels between the data
and/or header labels mark several partitions of the table. Each partition
shares the same headers, such as in Figure 5. In this case the connection
between the headers and their instance values cannot be obtained directly.
• Over-expanded labels: some entries might expand over multiple cells.

There are two options: (a) instance values span over multiple rows in the
same column or (b) a header spans over multiple columns. An example of
this class is shown in Figure 5, in particular the lower six rows of the table.
• Combination: large tables might consist of several smaller, simpler ones.
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For example, Figure 3 consists of two structurally ’independent’ tables. De-
tecting and partitioning of complex tables into smaller parts is usually a
very hard task, in some cases even not feasible for computers.

The system tries to fit, if feasible, each table (or sub-tables in case of a complex
table) to one of these classes during the transformation process, and acts
accordingly.

3 Methodological Approach

Our methodology consists of four main steps as depicted in Figure 6. For
each building block of the table model there exists a corresponding method-
ological step to create this part of the table model. The methodology is fully
implemented in the TARTAR system, where tables, encoded in html, serve
as input to the system. These tables are cleaned and canonicalized in the first
step. In each subsequent step respective actions are taken until finally reaching
the semantic level of transformation process. Note that the first step returns
a representation that is independent of the input document encoding type
which is then used in the subsequent steps. This kind of processing makes it
very straightforward for extending our approach for other input document en-
coding types. As output the system returns F-Logic frames, where each frame
corresponds to a particular input table. The same process is presented as a
flowchart in Figure 7, this time with an emphasis on the algorithm. In the
following subsections we will describe all steps in details.

Fig. 6. Building blocks of the methodology, complying to the transformation from
(a) to (b), presented in Figure 2.

3.1 Cleaning and Canonicalization

It is assumed that the input HTML documents are represented with respect
to the DOM (Document Object Model) [13]. A DOM tree is an ordered tree,
where each node is either an element or a text node. An element node includes
an ordered list of zero to many child nodes, and contains a string-valued tag
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Fig. 7. Flowchart of the proposed methodology.

(i.e. ’table’ or ’h1’) and zero to many string-valued attributes (i.e. ’href’ or
’src’). A text node normally contains a single text string and has no child
nodes.

We want to construct an initial table model out of a DOM tree. This model
cannot be simply generated by applying the algorithm recommended by W3C
[24] on a table node, therefore some additional steps of processing and refine-
ment are required. Web documents are often very noisy in a sense that their
syntactic structure is incorrect. In order to clean the code and make it syntac-
tically correct, we employ the CyberNeko HTML Parser [41]. The outcome is
a cleaned and corrected DOM tree.

The canonicalization of the rendered table is necessary when an explicit tag
attribute (rowspan or colspan) indicates multiple row or column spanning cells
and the actual total number of rows or columns differs from the attribute value.
In this step our system updates the corresponding DOM subtrees accordingly.
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Figure 8 shows the reformulation of the table in Figure 3, where cleaning has
been performed and copies of cells with rowspan and colspan tag attributes
have been properly duplicated into the matrix structure.

The size of each cell in the matrix is by default one, but the logical size of
the overexpanding cells, which is defined by rowspan/colspan tag attributes
values, is greater. For example, the cell ’Term’, which extends over two columns
and two rows, as can be seen in Figure 8, is assigned the logical size 2× 2.

Fig. 8. Cleaned and canonicalized matrix representation of the table shown in Fig-
ure 3.

In general, the method is not bound to a single document type nor domain
since there are no domain-specific operations in the approach. Note that only
this methodological step depends on the table layout description and that from
this point onwards the system is unaware of the incoming document type.

3.2 Structure Detection

In this section we first introduce a token type hierarchy (3.2.1) which serves
as the backbone for various calculations and assignments. Later we describe
three main processes of this methodological step as follows: the assignment
of functional types and probabilities to cells (3.2.2), the detection of table
orientation (3.2.3), which indicates the manner of navigation, and the region
discovery process (3.2.4). All these processes are accompanied with running
example descriptions.

3.2.1 Token Type Hierarchy

The hierarchy of data types has been developed in order to enable the assign-
ment of types to the content tokens. The hierarchical organization is flexible
and explicitly presents the distance δ among different types, which is mea-
sured in the number of edges among corresponding nodes. These properties
are widely exploited in the following steps of the methodology, especially for
different calculations and comparisons.
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Figure 9 presents a hierarchy constituted of two main parts. On the one
hand there are alpha-numeric data types that are divided into three main
categories, such as the ones representing punctuation marks or other special
symbols/characters, character strings, and numeric values. The latter two are
further divided into four subcategories. The strings are categorized according
to the case of the letters within them. The numeric type covers micro (< 1),
small (1 ≤ n < 100), medium (100 ≤ n < 10.000), and large (≥ 10.000)
values, where a negative numeric value is assigned the type according to its
absolute value.

On the other hand the hierarchy is extendable to include composed data types.
Composed data types usually cover more successive tokens at once and include
known facts from a real world, domain specific information, etc. Figure 9
presents only two composed data types, namely date and currency, but more
are actually included. Date type is responsible for recognizing different rep-
resentation of dates, where currency type recognizes monetary properties of
consecutive tokens.

Fig. 9. Hierarchy of token types.

3.2.2 Assignment of functional types and probabilities to cells

In the initial pass over the table element node of the DOM tree, we convert a
sub-tree into a matrix structure, which is populated by cells according to its
layout information as shown in Figure 8. During this step the text of each cell
is tokenized, and each token is assigned a token type according to the hierarchy
tree leaves presented in Figure 9. Lets define the required structures, as follows:

Definition 1 (Cell Vector) The cell is represented as a vector t of all the
tokens in the cell. Henceforth, ti denotes the i-th component of the vector t,
and |t| the size of the vector.

Definition 2 (Token Type Vector) A cell t is represented as a vector c of
token types, where ci denotes the i-th component of the vector c, corresponding
to the token type of ti.

For example, the cell located in the first row and the third column of the
canonicalized table, presented in Figure 8, is represented as a cell vector t1,3 =
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{’CS’, ’.’, ’AI’, ’.’, ’131’, ’-’, ’Artificial’, ’Intelligence’, ’(’, ’Introduction’, ’&’,
’Algorithms’, ’)’} and a corresponding token type vector c1,3 = {All Upper,
Punct, All Upper, Punct, Med Num, Punct, First Upper, First Upper, Punct,
First Upper, Punct, First Upper, Punct}.

At the same time, each cell in the rendered table is assigned a functional type
and the probability of that type. By default, a cell is assigned either no func-
tional type (probability value equals zero), or I-cell type, in case it includes
only/mostly(> 50%) tokens, recognized as dates, currencies, or numerical val-
ues. Its probability is then calculated based on the portion of these relevant
tokens. Finally, we assume that the cell in the lower-right corner is always an
I-cell, and the cell in the upper-left corner is an A-cell. Therefore we assign
those two cells the types, regardless of their content, with probability one.

In the structure detection block several assumptions, regarding languages and
reading orientations, are made. These assumptions are based on the fact that
the prototypical implementation can deal only with documents encoded in
(western) languages, that read from left-to-right, i.e. English. Eastern lan-
guages, reading from right-to-left, are not considered here, but it is straight-
forward to extend our approach to properly cover them. In particular, each
extracted table from a document encoded in such a language is altered into
the matrix structure, which requires an additional transformation, i.e. mirror-
ing, rotation, or transposition, depending on the language in question. These
transformations enable a suitable representation that our approach can handle
in the following steps.

3.2.3 Detecting logical table orientation

One problem related to the interpretation of a table is that its logical orien-
tation is a priori not clear. In fact, when performing a local search on a table,
the data of interest can be either ordered in a top-to-down (vertical orienta-
tion) or left-to-right manner (horizontal orientation). For example, in Figure
3 the relationship (’Course, CS.AI.131...’) reads left-to-right, but grades of an
attribute ’Midterm’ appear top-to-down.

When trying to determine the table orientation we rely on the similarity of
cells. The intuition here is that if rows are similar to each other, then orienta-
tion is vertical and on the contrary, if columns are similar, then interpretation
is horizontal. In order to calculate the differences among rows and columns
of the table, we need first to define how to calculate the difference between
two cells. When comparing the token type vectors of two cells, we compare the
token types with same indices in case the vectors have equal length; otherwise,
we calculate the distance for the left-side tokens (tokens aligned at the head)
and for the right-side tokens (tokens aligned at the tail). The distance is in
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both cases also averaged.

δcells(cP , cQ) =
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where u = min(|cP |, |cQ|), v = max(|cP |, |cQ|) and w = v − u + 1. Now, given
a table with r rows and s columns, the total distance (∆cols) between columns
is calculated by summing up the distance between the last column and each
of the preceding m− 1 columns, where m = min(r, s), i.e.

∆cols =
m−1
∑

i=1

δcols(cols−i, cols) (2)

δcols(colp, colq) =
r

∑

i=r′

δcells(ci,p, ci,q) (3)

where cx,y is the cell in row x and column y, and

r′ =











r −m + 1 if r > m

1 otherwise
(4)

The total distance (∆rows) between rows is by analogy calculated by summing
up the distance between the last row and each of the m− 1 preceding rows:

∆rows =
m−1
∑

i=1

δrows(rowr−i, rowr) (5)

δrows(rowp, rowq) =
s

∑

i=s′

δcells(cp,i, cq,i) (6)

where

s′ =











s−m + 1 if s > m

1 otherwise
(7)

For example, if we compare rows r1 = {1, 2, 3} and r2 = {400, 5,−} then

∆rows(r1, r2) = δcells(cr1,1
, cr2,1

) + δcells(cr1,2
, cr2,2

) + δcells(cr1,3
, cr2,3

) =

= (2 + 0 + 4) = 6 (8)
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Here we only compare an equal number of rows and columns, starting at the
lower-right corner, thus optimizing the number of comparisons (not all the
rows and columns to the top of the table need to be compared). Finally, to
determine the orientation of the table, we compare both results. If the distance
among columns is greater than among rows (∆cols > ∆rows), orientation is set
to vertical (top-to-down). On the other hand, if the distance among columns
is lower than among rows (∆cols < ∆rows), then orientation is set to horizontal
(left-to-right). In the last case, where the two results are equal, orientation is
assigned as default, vertical.

Fig. 10. An example of table orientation detection.

Figure 10 shows how the orientation is calculated on our example where the
system compares m − 1 columns to the column m and m − 1 rows to the
row m. The difference among columns is greater than among rows, hence the
orientation is set to vertical.

In case a table is assigned the horizontal reading orientation, the system per-
forms transpose of the matrix (replacing the cell pairs ai,j with aj,i), which
returns the table matrix in the vertical orientation. Note that from this point
onwards it is assumed that all tables are to be read in the vertical fashion. In
this way we simplify the subsequent processing steps while only one reading
direction needs to be covered.

There are also special cases (such as table in Figure 3), where the table con-
sists of several ’independent’ tables, and each one of them may have a different
interpretation. In such cases, we first assign the table the orientation as de-
scribed, and later (when we discover that the table actually consists of several
’independent’ logical units) split the table and assign each one a respective
orientation.
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3.2.4 Discovery and leveling of regions

Here we present an algorithm for discovering regions in tables. The motiva-
tion is to determine which data represents similar instances and forms table
dimensions. First we give definitions of a logical unit and a region, followed by
a step-by-step description of the algorithm’s pseudocode given in Figure 11.

Definition 3 (Logical unit) A logical unit (LU) is a part of a table produced
by a horizontal split in case of vertical reading orientation or by a vertical split
in case of horizontal orientation.

Definition 4 (Region) A region is a rectangular area of a table consisting
of cells with the same functional type which must appear within one logical
unit.

(A.1) Initialize logical units and regions
(A.2) Learn string patterns of regions
for all non-uniform logical units LUk

repeat
(A.3) Select the best coherent region and set the sub-unit
(A.4) Level neighboring regions within the sub-unit

until logical unit LUk is not uniform

Fig. 11. Region discovery and leveling algorithm.

A.1. Initialize logical units and regions. Splitting a table into regions enables
the system to form table dimensions by binding body data with respective
header(s). There are two major steps in this subtask: (a) splitting of a table
into logical units, and (b) discovery of initial regions within logical units.

The first step is to split a table into logical units. As we deal with vertical
orientation only, the horizontal split occurs at every row that satisfies at least
one of the following conditions: (a) if a row contains a cell spanning multiple
columns, or (b) if a row contains an over-spanning cell of type I-cell with its
probability higher that a treshold value. While splitting the table into initial
logical units the system tries to merge the consecutive ones. Two consecutive
logical units are merged only if their layout structure is equal and the same
split condition(s) applied for a split. For example, the first and the second row
in Figure 12 are merged for having the same structure and also contain an
over-spanning cell of type I-cell. Note that a table itself is by definition one
logical unit.

Figure 12 depicts our table example which is split into three (horizontal)
logical units. The first and second row have multiple-column spanning cells
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(i.e. ’CS.AI.131 - ...’ and ’John Doe’, respectively) of I-cell type and equal
layout structure and are therefore grouped into logical unit LU1. A third and
fourth row have a common cell (’Term’) spanning multiple columns (and rows),
which results in a common logical unit LU2. The rest of the table is grouped
into logical unit LU3.

Fig. 12. An example table after initial split into logical units.

Once splitting is over, the process of determining region boundaries within log-
ical units begins. The system starts at a lower-right corner of the lowest logical
unit and proceeds upwards over all logical units. The region initialization is
performed at one time within one logical unit. As the orientation is assumed
vertical, the initialization proceeds from the rightmost column towards the
leftmost column trying to initialize all regions within each column. The cell ck

is added to a temporary region r if the lower conditions apply, otherwise the
temporary region is added to a set of initial regions R and a new temporary
region with an element ck is created. The conditions for extending a region
are as follows:

(1) the cell ck is within the same logical unit as other cells of region r,
(2) its logical size is equal to the size of cells in r, and
(3) it keeps the distance among cells in r within a threshold value, defined by

an equation δcells(ck, c1(r)) ≤ 2.8, where c1(r) denotes the first cell added
to a region r, and the value of 2.8 reflects a significant token type change
according to the token type hierarchy depicted in Figure 9. In this way a
set R of all initial regions over all logical units is created.

A.2. Learn string patterns for regions. For each region r ∈ R we learn a set
PR of significant patterns, which are used later in the region leveling process.
A pattern is a sequence of tokens and token types (see Figure 9), describing
the content of a significant number of cells within the region. The positive
property of a pattern is that it generalizes over data strings within regions,
which, at the end of table transformation, reflects a generalization of possible
concept instance values.

The patterns are of two types, depending on the reading of the cell’s content: a)
left-to-right (forward), and b) right-to-left (backward) reading. For example,
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the generated (forward) pattern ”First Upper Room”, composed of a token
type ’First Upper’ and a token ’Room’, has been learnt by generalization of
”Single Room” and ”Double Room” cells (10 out of 15) that appear in the
column ’Rooms’ of Figure 2a, thus leaving out all ”Extra Bed” cells. Hence, the
coverage of the pattern is 2

3
. For the purpose of pattern construction we have

implemented the dataprog algorithm, which is described in [33] together
with a detailed pattern learning process. In case there are not enough examples
(less than 20) to statistically choose the most significant patterns using the
algorithm, only the most specific (having their coverage over the threshold)
are chosen.

Before entering the loop (see pseudocode in Figure 11), the system checks
the uniformity of logical units. A logical unit is uniform when it consists of
logical sub-units where each sub-unit includes only regions of the same size
and orientation. Logical units that are not uniform are further processed in
steps 3 and 4 as described in sequel, the rest remains unchanged.

The non-uniform logical units are split into one-to-many sub-units. Their
boundaries are not calculated in advance, but are set along the process of se-
lection and leveling. In particular, the system starts at the bottom row of LUk

and proceeds upwards (vertical orientation). Then it finds the best coherent
region (described in A.3.) and sets the interim boundaries. These boundaries
are re-set and confirmed in the leveling step. The loop repeats by finding an-
other best region above this sub-unit until all sub-units of LUk are found and
leveled.

A.3. Select the best coherent region and set the sub-unit. The best region is
used to propagate and level neighboring regions and consequently the logical
unit itself. The best region rmax is selected according to the formula Φrmax

=
maxr∈ lφr,l, which is calculated by the following equation:

φr,l :=






|r|
|l|

+ P (r) + 1
|r|∗|Pr|

∑

p∈Pr
covers(p, r)





 (9)

where l denotes a logical unit, r denotes a region in the unit, and Pr is the set
of significant string (forward and backward) patterns for the region r as de-
scribed above. The function covers(p, r) returns a coverage value of a pattern
p in region r. According to the above formula, the selected region maximizes
the sum of averaged region size (1st operand of the sum), region probability
(2nd operand) and averaged pattern coverage over a particular region r (3rd
operand).

In our example, if we consider the non-uniform logical unit LU3, depicted in
Figure 14a, the system selects a region in column eight (r8) as the best region,
according to the formula Φrmax

= max(Φri,lLU3
) = Φr8,lLU3

. Note that several
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regions (i.e. r1, r4, r6, and r7) reach the same result as the selected one, but
the selected one reached the highest score first.

Φr8,lLU3
=

6

6
+ 1 +

1

6 ∗ 2
(6 + 6)p2

p1
= 3 (10)

A.4. Level neighboring regions of the best region. The intuition here is to use
the best region as a propagator for other regions in their leveling process. First,
the system selects all neighboring regions of the best region, i.e. those that
appear in the same rows (left/right columns) for vertical orientation. Now,
two possibilities exist: a) neighboring regions do not extend, or (b) they do
extend over the boundaries of the best region. In the first case, the solution
is straightforward, because the ’new’ neighboring region is extended in a way
to combine all common column regions (see LC in Figure 13). In the second
case the best region is extended according to the oversized regions (see RC in
Figure 13), and the whole leveling step repeated. More details of combining
regions are given in Figure 13.

Fig. 13. An example of a non-uniform logical unit LUk before region leveling process
(a) and after it (b).
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Figure 13 presents an example where the middle column (MC) region is se-
lected as the best region. The role of the best region is to set the bound-
aries for the neighboring regions, where as many small regions as possible
are being merged into one bigger region. Merging left column regions (LC =
LC2 + LC3 + LC4) results in a perfect match to the best (MC) region (case
a). Merging right column regions (RC ′ = RC1 + RC2 + RC3 + RC4) would
create a region that would extend over the boundaries of the best (MC) re-
gion, which leads to two options: (b) extend the best (MC) region to fit the
RC’ (MC ′ = MC +MC1), or (c) split RC1 into two regions (RC1a and RC1b)
and exclude RC1a (RC = RC ′\RC1a). Note that the latter option is not pos-
sible, because region splitting whilst merging is not permitted. As shown in
Figure 13, there could be two solutions after finalizing the leveling process:
leveled regions (LC, MC, and RC) forming sub-unit SU for the cases (a) and
(c), and leveled regions (LC’, MC’, and RC’) forming sub-unit SU’ for the case
(b). Importantly, if the best (MC) region is enlarged to MC’ this affects also
other neighboring regions (i.e. LC must also be enlarged to LC ′ = LC +LC1).
Hence, case (b) is the only valid option and solution for the system.

The non-uniform logical unit is processed within the loop as long as the system
is not able to divide it into logical sub-units, where each sub-unit includes
only regions of the same size and orientation (uniformity condition). Note
that string patterns, probabilities and functional types of leveled regions are
also updated in every iteration. Figure 14 depicts the discovery and leveling
process on our table example.

3.3 Functional Table Model (FTM) Building

The key step of translating a table into a frame is building a model of the
functional dimension of the table. This model is called Functional Table Model
(FTM) and essentially arranges regions of the table in a tree, whereby the
leaves of the tree are all the regions consisting exclusively of I-cells. Most
importantly, in the FTM these leaves are assigned their functional role, i.e.
access or data, and semantic labels as described in Section 3.4.1.

The construction of the FTM proceeds bottom up: we start with the lowest
logical unit in the table and proceed with further logical units towards the top.
For each logical unit in question we first determine its type. There are three
possibilities: (a) the logical unit consists only of A-cells, in which case all its
regions will be turned into inner nodes of the tree and thus connected to some
other nodes in the tree, (b) the logical unit consists only of I-cells, in which
case they will constitute leaves and will be connected to appropriate inner
nodes, and (c) the logical unit consists of I-cells and A-cells, in which case
we determine the logical separation between them by taking the uniformity
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Fig. 14. The table example before region discovery and leveling process (a) and after
it (b).

condition into account.

In some cases a special connection node (see Figure 15) needs to be inserted
into the tree. This occurs when we encounter a logical unit that reflects a split
in the table, in particular when a lower logical unit contained only A-cells,
but the upper logical unit again contains I-cells. In such cases, we check if
reading orientation of the upper logical unit differs from the lower one. In
particular, the system recalculates the orientation of the upper logical unit as
described in Section 3.2.3, and if the orientation directions differ from each
other, the upper logical unit is restructured as described in Section 3.2.4. For
example, the logical unit LU1 (first two rows) in Figure 13a has four regions
and there is no logical unit on top of it. So, if the orientation was vertical (i.e.
like in logical units LU2 and LU3), there would be no inner node (consisting
of A-cells) to connect the I-cells to. Thus orientation has to be changed from
vertical to horizontal for this logical unit.

As already mentioned above, each region in a leaf position is assigned its
corresponding functional role. The role access is assigned to all consecutive
regions (starting at the left subnodes of a subtree) together forming a unique
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Fig. 15. An initial functional table model (FTM) of the running example, shown in
Figure 13b, with square components representing I-cells and rounded components
representing A-cells.

identifier or key in the database terminology. The rest of the leaf nodes in the
subtree get assigned the role data. When all logical units have been processed,
we connect the remaining unconnected nodes to a root node. Figure 15 depicts
the intial FTM constructed on our example.

Fig. 16. Recapitulation process on the two subtrees (a) and (b) of the running
example, where discovered semantic labels for the new nodes are also included.

After the initial FTM is constructed, we proceed with a recapitulation process,
where we examine the possibilities of merging its subtrees. This process starts
at the root node and proceeds downwards, and is completed after the following
two steps:

(a) identification of compatible subtrees: The candidate subtrees must be
multi-level (at least two levels of inner A-cell nodes) subtrees positioned at
the same level in the tree, must have the same structure (number of levels
and nodes) and at least one level of (content) matching A-cells. If there are
any candidates that fulfill these requirements, then the system combines
the subtrees by merging same position nodes. As we only require one level
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of matching A-cells, there might be some nodes that do not match. For
every such case, the following steps are taken: (i) find a semantic label of
a new merged A-cell node (see Section 3.4.1), (ii) connect the new merged
A-cell to a new leaf node, which is populated by the contents of merged
nodes, and (iii) assign the functional role of the new leaf node to access.

(b) identification of compatible last-level A-cell nodes: The candidate nodes
must have the same A-cell parent node, must all be of functional role data,
and must share a common semantic label, which is discovered based on
their contents, as described in Section 3.4.1. If there are any such nodes,
then the system merges them by following the steps (i), (ii), and (iii)
as described in the previous paragraph. The example of recapitulation is
depicted in Figure 16.

In this way we identify and merge all matching multi-level subtrees and last-
level A-cell nodes of the FTM and thus finalize the FTM construction process.
The final FTM of our example is depicted in Figure 17.

Fig. 17. A final version of the FTM after the recapitulation process.

3.4 Semantic Enriching of FTM

In the last methodological step we deal with the discovery of semantics. In
the first subsection the discovery of semantic labels is shown, where content
analysis of cell regions is performed. The latter subsection describes the final-
ization of the whole process, in particular how a mapping of a semantically
enriched FTM into a final frame is accomplished.
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3.4.1 Discovery of Semantic Labels

In order to find semantic labels for each table region (node), we resort to
the WordNet lexical ontology [19] to find an appropriate hypernym covering
all data strings contained in the region. Furthermore, we also make use of
the GoogleSets [21] service to find synonyms for certain tokens. For example,
the leaf node in Figure 14 describing weather seasons consists of data strings
Fall, Winter, and Spring, for which WordNet suggests the hypernym Season.
However, the data strings are not always so ’pure’, therefore we start with
uncleaned data strings and then stepwise remove words from them as shown
in Figure 18. The figure depicts the algorithm of discovering semantic labels
(i.e. hypernyms) and is performed on each region of a table.

Consequently process steps (1) to (5) on region’s data strings
until a suitable region hypernym 2 is found or no steps to continue:
(B.1) punctuation removal,
(B.2) stopword removal,
(B.3) compute IDF (Inverse Document Frequency) 3 value for each word, and

filter out all words with IDF value lower than the threshold value,
(B.4) select only words that appear at the end of the each cell string as these

are more significant 4 ,
(B.5) query GoogleSets [21] with the remaining words in order to filter words

which are, according to Google, not mutually similar.

Fig. 18. Algorithm for discovery of semantic labels.

The process of semantic label discovery prototypically covers English language
only, but the extensions for other languages can be easily incorporated. Each
language extension should include its formalized lexical knowledge, and should
modify the existing approach according to the language properties.

3.4.2 Mapping Functional Table Model (FTM) into a Frame

In order to define how to transform an FTM into a frame, we first give a
formal definition of a method and a frame:

Definition 5 (Method) A method is a tuple M := (nameM , PM , rangeM),
where nameM is the name of the method, rangeM is a string describing the

2 After each step (B.1 thru B.5) the system consults WordNet to yield a suitable
hypernym and quits when it finds one.
3 To calculate an IDF value we assume that a cell represents a document.
4 The intuition here is that for nominal compounds the nominal head is at the end.
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range of the method, and PM is a set of strings describing the parameters of
the method.

For example, the method Exam(TermY ear, T ermSeason, ExamType) ⇒
NUMBER would be formally represented as a tuple (Exam, {TermYear,
TermSeason, ExamType}, NUMBER).

Definition 6 (Frame) A frame F is a pair F:=(nameF , MF ) where nameF

is the name of the frame and MF is a set of methods as described above.

When generating a frame, we create one method m for every region with
functional role data with all the regions of type access as parameters of this
method. These parameters must either be located on the same level within
the same subtree or on a parent path to the root node. Here it is crucial to
find appropriate names for the method (nameM ) and parameter identifiers
p ∈ PM , which was described in Section 3.4.1. The semantic label for each
identifier is a combination of a region label (described in Figure 18) and parent
A-cell node labels. The range rangeM of the method m is set according to
the syntactic token type of the region with functional role data for which
the method was generated. For better understanding, compare the FTM tree
depicted in Figure 17 and the final generated frame given in Figure 19.

CourseGrade [
Course => STRING;
Student => STRING;

Assignment (TermYear, TermSeason, AssignmentNumber) => NUMBER;
Exam (TermYear, TermSeason, ExamType) => NUMBER;
Grade (TermYear, TermSeason) => NUMBER;

].

Fig. 19. Final frame of the running example, as generated by the system.

4 Evaluation

In order to evaluate our system we performed two types of experiments:

(a) the crawling, extraction, and filtering of the proper Web tables from a
particular Web source, and

(b) comparison of a subset of automatically generated frames against manu-
ally created frames.
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In the first experiment we implemented a crawler system that crawled a par-
ticular Web source [39] from a tourist domain and downloaded all pages that
contained tables (html table element denotes a table). After collecting the
pages, the crawler automatically extracted the tables out of them, and then
we manually filtered out the tables that were not proper data tables (i.e. those
abused for a better graphical page layout purposes). In this way we gathered
158 real Web data tables, which were fed to our transformation system in order
to transform them into F-Logic frames. The system successfully constructed
frames for 135 tables thus resulting in 85,44% success rate, which is certainly
a very promising result. The system was able to successfully transform all
tables of class 1D and 2D (see Section 2.2), but had problems with complex
tables, in particular with a third, combined type of complex tables. Note that
all successfully transformed frames enabled 100% correct answers to proper
queries.

In order to test the similarity to humans, we compared the automatically
generated frames with frames manually created by 14 different persons. Each
person manually annotated only 3 different tables in order to obtain an ap-
propriate distribution. Namely, we obtained 21 tables that were successfully
transformed in the first experiment: 3 tables for each of a bit less demand-
ing table classes 1D and 2D, and 5 for each complex subclass, most of them
describing different tourist paradigms (i.e. flight/hotel/tour information). In
this way, each table in our dataset got annotated by 2 different persons with
an appropriate F-Logic frame. In summary, each person (14) annotated three
different tables in a way that each table (21) got annotated twice, resulting in
total of 42 annotations (14× 3 = 21× 2 = 42). This experiment also enabled
to measure the inter-annotator agreement.

The input that was given to the annotators was the same as for the system -
the tables only. Beside that, they were acquainted with the definition of the
task as well as with the instructions, which can be found online [50]. In what
follows we first present the evaluation methodology and then the actual results
of the experiment.

4.1 Evaluation Methodology

The approach was evaluated by the well-known information retrieval measures
Precision, Recall and F-Measure in the way that for each table we evaluated
the automatically generated frame with respect to the two frames manually
created by two different persons along the following perspectives: Syntactic
Correctness, Strict Comparison, Soft Comparison, and Conceptual Compari-
son.
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In order to assess how similar two strings are, the introduced string comparison
operator σSOFT is

σSOFT : String × String → [0..1] (11)

In particular, in our evaluation we use a string comparison operator based on
a combination of a TFIDF weighting scheme with the Jaro-Wrinkler string-
distance scheme [10], based on the survey by Cohen et al. [10], who showed
that it gives best results for a similar task to ours.

The Syntactic Correctness measures how well the frame captures the syntactic
structure of the table, i.e. to what extent the number of arguments matches
the number of parameters as specified by the human annotator for a given
method. In what follows we define three functions giving the syntactic cor-
rectness between two methods as well as a method and a frame, respectively.

SyntacticM×M(m1, m2) =



























|Pm1
|

|Pm2
|

if |Pm2
| > 0

1 if |Pm1
| = |Pm2

| = 0

0 otherwise

(12)

SyntacticM×F (m, f) = SyntacticM×M(m, m′), (13)

where m′ ∈ fM maximizes the equation σCONCEPTUAL(namem, namem′) ∗
SyntacticM×M(m, m′).

Note that the above measures are directed; they will be used in one direction to
obtain the Precision and in the other direction (achieved by replacing function
parameters) to obtain the Recall of the system.

Each of the following three semantic perspectives measures the agreement
among the identifiers for the method name, the range and the parameters
of involved frames. The calculation of the agreement among two methods is
based on the following function:

XM×M(m1, m2) =
1

2 + |pm1
|
(σX(namem1

, namem2
) +

+σX(rangem1
, rangem2

) +

+
|pm1

|
∑

i=1

σX(pm1i
, p′)) (14)

where p’ is chosen according to the criteria maxp′∈m2P
σCONCEPTUAL(pm1i

, p′),
and X stands either for Strict, Soft or Conceptual.
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Strict evaluation checks if the identifier for the method name, the range and
the parameters are identical. We define the string comparison function from
a strict perspective and the corresponding function Strict on a method and a
frame, respectively:

σSTRICT (s1, s2) =











1 if s1 and s2 are identical

0 otherwise
(15)

StrictM×F (m, f) = maxm′∈fM
StrictM×M(m, m′) (16)

The Soft Evaluation also measures how far the identifiers for the method name,
the range and the parameters match using the string comparison operator
(σSOFT ) defined above:

SoftM×F (m, f) = maxm′∈fM
SoftM×M(m, m′) (17)

Further, we have modified a string comparison σSOFT which returns 1 if the
strings to compare are equivalent from a conceptual point of view and σSOFT

otherwise, i.e.

σCONCEPTUAL(s1, s2) =



















1 if s1 and s2 are conceptually
equivalent

σSOFT (s1, s2) otherwise

(18)

The Conceptual measure was introduced to check how far the system is able
to learn the frame from a conceptual point of view. In order to assess this,
two of the authors compared the frames produced by the system and the
ones given by the humans and determined which identifiers can be regarded
as conceptually equivalent. In this line RegionType, Region and Location can
be regarded as conceptually equivalent. Here is the formal definition of the
corresponding function:

ConceptualM×F (m, f) = maxm′∈fM
ConceptualM×M(m, m′) (19)

For all the above measures two frames are compared as follows:

XF×F (f, f ′) =

∑

m∈fM
XM×F (m, f ′)

|fM |
, (20)

where X stands either for Syntactic, Strict, Soft or Conceptual.
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In our evaluation study we give results for Precision, Recall and F-Measure
between the frame FS produced by the system and the frames F1, ...Fn (in our
case n = 2) produced by the human annotators. In particular, we will consider
the above evaluation functions Syntactic, Strict, Soft and Conceptual in order
to calculate the Precision, Recall and F-Measure of the system. Thus, in the
following formulas, X stands either for Syntactic, Strict, Soft or Conceptual:

PrecAvg,X(FS, {F1, ...Fn}) =

∑

1≤i≤n X(FS, Fi)

n
(21)

Recall is defined inversely, i.e.

RecAvg,X(FS, {F1, ...Fn}) =

∑

1≤i≤n X(Fi, FS)

n
(22)

Obviously, according to the definitions of the measures, the following relations
hold:

PrecStrict ≤ PrecSoft ≤ PrecConceptual and

RecStrict ≤ RecSoft ≤ RecConceptual

(23)

The value of the Precision and Recall for the frame which maximizes these
measures is

Precmax,X(FS, {F1, ...Fn}) = maxi X(FS, Fi) (24)

Recall is defined inversely, i.e.

Recmax,X(FS, {F1, ...Fn}) = maxi X(Fi, FS) (25)

Obviously, the following relations hold:

PrecX ≤ Precmax,X and RecX ≤ Recmax,X . (26)

The reason for calculating Precision and Recall against the frame given by
both annotators, which maximizes the measures, is that some frames given
by the annotators were not modeled correctly according to the intuitions of
the authors. By this we avoid penalizing the system for an answer which is
actually correct. By calculating RecallX and Recallmax,X we also measure the
agreement between humans. Actually, we calculated the agreement measures
among the annotators in terms of Precision, Recall and F-Measure.
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Finally, Recall and Precision are balanced against each other by the F-Measure
given by the formula:

FX(PX , RX) =
2PX RX

PX + RX

(27)

The system was evaluated by calculating the above measures for each auto-
matically generated frame and the corresponding frames given by the human
annotators.

4.2 Discussion of Results

Table 1 gives the results of the agreements among annotators (inter-annotator
agreements) in terms of Precision, Recall and F-Measure as described in Sec-
tion 4.1. The first and most important observation is that the frames among
annotators differentiate significantly, because the highest agreement value in
the table does not even reach 60% (FConceptual = 58.58%). The results of the
Syntactic comparison (FSyntactic = 45.62%) show a great disagreement. Re-
garding the naming of the methods, their range and their parameters, the
results vary considerable depending on the measure in question. A signifi-
cant improvement is obvious in a step from Strict (FStrict = 40.45%) to Soft
(FSoft = 51.88%) feature, which clearly shows that people were to some ex-
tent using similar names for methods and parameters. A slight improvement
appears also in a step towards a conceptual measure (FConceptual = 58.58%),
where conceptually equivalent identifiers are allowed, but the value is lower
than we expected. Among possible reasons for low agreements we identified
the following: (a) the annotation guidelines were not clear/detailed enough,
(b) the annotators did not follow the guidelines precisely, and (c) the task
itself is very hard. We agree that all these aspects contributed their share to
the resulting human generated frames and hence to high disagreement among
annotators, but the reasons (c) and (b) definitely stand out.

Table 1
Results of the inter-annotators agreements (in percent).

Syntactic Strict Soft Conceptual

Precision 43.60 42.30 54.09 59.82

Recall 49.23 39.22 50.78 57.38

F-Measure 46.25 40.70 52.38 58.58

When we examined the manually generated frames in details, we identified
only 2 identical frame pairs (2/21 = 9.52%). The tables, out of which these
frames were generated, belong to the simplest (1D) table class. After we loosen
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the constraints to a conceptual measure, then the number of identical frame
pairs rose to 5 (5/21 = 23.81%), covering all 1D and 2 (out of 3) 2D tables.
This indicates that a complicated table has a wide variety of possible solutions,
some better than others.

Table 2 gives the results of the agreement among system-generated frames and
frames created by annotators. Results are given in terms of Precision, Recall
and F-Measure as described in Section 4.1. The first interesting observation is
that the values for the maximum evaluation are quite higher than the ones of
the average evaluation, which again clearly shows that there was a considerable
disagreement between annotators, as shown in Table 1, and thus the task, we
are considering, is far from trivial. Obviously, people do interpret the same
tables (same content) in various ways.

The results of the Syntactic comparison are Favg,Syntactic = 49.60% for the
average evaluation and Fmax,Syntactic = 65.11%. The values show that the
system is interpreting the table to a satisfactory extent from a syntactic point
of view, i.e. it is determining the number of parameters correctly in most of the
cases. Regarding the naming of the methods, their range and their parameters
the results vary considerably depending on the measure in question. For the
average evaluation the results are: Favg,Strict = 37.77%, Favg,Soft = 46.27%
and Favg,Conceptual = 57.22%. These results show that the system has problems
to find the appropriate name for methods, their ranges and their parameters.
However, as the conceptual evaluation shows, most of the names given by the
system are from a conceptual point of view equivalent to the ones given by the
human annotator. For the maximum evaluation we have: Fmax,Strict = 50.29%,
Fmax,Soft = 60.05% and Fmax,Conceptual = 74.18%.

Thus, we can conclude that from a conceptual point of view the system is
getting an appropriate name in almost 75% of the cases and it is getting the
totally identical name in more than 50% of the cases.

Table 2
Comparison results among system and annotators generated frames (in percent).

Average Maximum

Syntactic Strict Soft Conceptual Syntactic Strict Soft Conceptual

Precision 48.71 36.78 44.88 56.01 62.85 48.84 58.26 71.02

Recall 50.53 38.81 47.75 58.50 67.54 51.83 61.95 77.65

F-Measure 49.60 37.77 46.27 57.22 65.11 50.29 60.05 74.18
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5 Application: Automated Query Answering

Our approach relies on F-Logic as a representation language for the mapping
model (cf. [32], ’F’ stands for “Frames”) and Ontobroker as the inference
engine to process F-Logic (cf. [12]). F-Logic combines deductive and object-
oriented aspects: “F-logic ... is a deductive, object-oriented database language
which combines the declarative semantics of deductive databases with the rich
data modelling capabilities supported by the object oriented data model” (cf.
[20]).

F-Logic allows for concise definitions with object oriented-like primitives (classes,
attributes, object-oriented-style relations, instances). Furthermore, it also has
Predicate Logic (PL-1) like primitives (predicates, function symbols). F-Logic
allows for axioms that further constrain the interpretation of a model. Axioms
may either be used to describe constraints or they may define rules, e.g. in
order to define a relation R by the composition of two other relations S and
Q.

F-Logic rules have the expressive power of Horn-Logic with negation and may
be transformed into Horn-Logic rules. The semantics for a set of F-Logic state-
ments is defined by the well-founded semantics [51]. This semantics is close
to First-Order semantics. In contrast to First-Order semantics not all possible
models are considered but one “most obvious” model is selected as the se-
mantics of a set of rules and facts. F-Logic has been chosen as representation
language for a number of reasons, one of the most important ones being the
availability of efficient tool support for query answering. However, as shown in
[37] query answering is feasible for OWL-DL ontologies [40]. This conceptual
approach is (at the time of writing) being implemented in the KAON2 [31]
system. Thus we envision support for OWL as representation language for
future versions of TARTAR.

The most relevant syntactical elements are: ’:’ is used to represent “instance
of” and ’::’ to denote the “subconcept of” relationship. Arbitrary relationships
are specified by the following syntax: concept[relation =� concept], −� is
used for the instantiation of such a relationship. # splits an identifier into
namespace and local name. Please refer to [18,32] for further details.

After the table transformation process, the table data are converted into F-
Logic facts which together with the generated frame constitute an object base.
Note that such a representation enables querying and reasoning in a way that
answers to a query (encoded in F-Logic) consist of all variable bindings such
that the corresponding ground instances of the query body are true in the
object base.

Here we will not describe how the conversion of table data into an object base
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is performed, nor the translation of the natural language query into its F-Logic
equivalent, which is dealt with in [5], but will rather give two query examples
with respective results. For better intuitiveness we will present each query by
the following items:

(a) introduction of a query in natural language,
(b) translation into its F-Logic equivalent, and
(c) presentation of the results returned by the inference engine.

Figure 20 depicts two possible queries. The first query (1) is about the final
grade of John Doe for AI course in Spring 2003. By posting a query presented
as item (1.b) the inference engine OntoBroker [12] returns a correct answer
’62.8’. The second query (2) tries to find the John Doe’s best exam grade.
Translation into F-Logic (2.b) indicates that this example is more complicated
than the first one since it demands value grouping and exploiting of Ontobroker
built-in functions. Nevertheless the result ’77.5’, presented as item (2.c) in
Figure 20, is correct if we compare it against our table example.

Automatic transformation of tables into frames, automatic conversion of table
data into F-Logic object base and available querying features enhance our
methodology to a great degree and make it potentially useful for a variety of
applications (e.g. [35]).

(1) (a) What is the final grade for AI course of John Doe in Spring 2003?

(b) FORALL G ← EXISTS C C:CourseGrade[Course → ”CS.AI.131”;

Student → ”John Doe”;

Grade@(2003, Spring) → G].

(c) G = ”62.8”

(2) (a) What is the best exam grade of each student?

(b) FORALL P,M ← EXISTS C,Y,S,G C:CourseGrade[Grade@(Y,S) → G;

Student → P] AND maximum(P,G,M).

(c) P = ”John Doe”, M = ”77.5”

Fig. 20. Two possible queries for the generated frame, shown in Figure 19.
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6 Related Work

A very recent systematic overview of related work on table recognition, trans-
formation, and inferences can be found in [60]. Several conclusions can be
drawn from this survey. Firstly, only few table models have been described
explicitly. Apart from the table model of Hurst which we applied in our ap-
proach [27,28] the most prominent other model is Wang’s [53]. However, the
model of Hurst is better suited for our purpose since it is targeted towards
table recognition and transformation whereas Wang is targeted towards table
generation. A table model for recognition must support two tasks: the detec-
tion of tables, and the decomposition of table regions into logical structure
representation. These models tend to be more complex than generative mod-
els, since they must define and relate additional structure for recovering the
components of generative models [60].

Secondly, research in table recognition, transformation, and inferences so far
addressed several types of document encodings. The most work was done on
plain text files, images, and html documents [60]. Work performed on textual
tables and images was mainly oriented towards table recognition [14,26,38,54,57],
row labeling [26,36,43], and cell classification [26,36,43], where the work on
Web tables was extended to indexing relation detection [4,48,59] and cell/row/table
merging or splitting [58]. Other approaches aim at the deep understanding
of table structure, applying different techniques such as cell cohesion mea-
sures [29,55], deriving regular expressions [38], edit distance [38], graphs [26] as
well as shallow parsing of the content. Knowledge engineering techniques em-
ploying certain heuristics based on the formatting cues and machine learning
techniques like decision trees [38,54], Expectation Maximization [58], Hidden
Markov Models [36,54], and conditional random fields [43] have been previ-
ously explored. Table extraction methods have also been applied in the context
of question answering [42,52], and ontology learning [17,49].

The work done on the task of table detection was performed by [4,26,55,56].
As also evident from this work, heuristics and machine learning based ap-
proaches have been generally used to perform table detection. The documents
containing both real tables and tables used for layout formatting serve as an
input to a table detection system. The table detection task involves separating
tables that contain logical and relational information from those that are used
only for layout purposes. As the output the system returns tables classified
in two categories: real table and non-real table. Usually this is a pre-step in
table extraction process but it could also be combined with the extraction
algorithm. In contrast, we assume that tables are already harvested, and we
provide a methodology and implementation which completely instantiates a
table model and additionally closes the gap to formal semantics provided by
ontologies.
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Chen et al. [4] present work on table detection and extraction on HTML
tables. The table detection algorithm uses string, named entity and number
category similarity to decide if it is a real or non-real table. Based on cell
similarity the table extraction algorithm identifies whether the table is to be
read row-wise or column-wise. They split the cells which span over multiple
cells into individual cells. The table extraction algorithm presented in this
work is simple and works only if spanning cells are used for nested labels. The
paper did not provide evaluation results for their table-extraction algorithm.

The problem of merging different tables, which are about the same type of
information, has been addressed in [58]. The merging task as defined in this
paper considers combining different tables into one large table. They define
different structures for tables based on the arrangement of the labels and
use Expectation Maximization to classify the tables to one of the defined
structures. The structure recognition task is similar to the classification task.
However, structure recognition or merging does not solve the table extraction
problem.

Table extraction by wrapper learning has been explored in [9]. Wrappers learn
rules based on examples. The rules are composed of tokens made of HTML
tags or the content itself. The rules tend to be specific and can be applied only
to those documents whose structure is similar to the training documents. The
use of tokens to compose rules makes it difficult to generalize across distributed
websites. Hence wrappers learned for one website cannot be used on another
website. No clear evaluation for table extraction has been described in this
work.

Conditional random fields for table extraction from text tables were described
in [43]. However, the system described does not perform a complete table
extraction task; it only classifies the rows of the table into a type such as
’datarow’, ’sectionheader’ or ’superheader’. They used a set of 12 table types
(classes) and achieve a precision of 93.5% for the classification task. Work
presented in [26,36] also focused on the task of classifying table rows.

Tijerino et al. [49] presented a vision for a system that would be able to
generate ontologies from arbitrary tables or table-equivalents. Their approach
consists of a four step methodology which includes table recognition and de-
composition, construction of mini ontologies, discovery of inter-ontology map-
pings, and merging of mini-ontologies. For the purpose of semantics discovery
the approach is multifaceted, meaning they use all evidence at their disposal
(i.e. Wordnet, data frames, named entities, etc.). Since the paper presents only
a vision, no evaluation is provided.

We conclude that our approach is indeed novel in the sense that it is the
first approach addressing the whole process of transforming a table into a
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form reflecting its inherent meaning at a structural, functional and semantic
level. Further, as far as we know our method is also original in being the first
complete instantiation of a formal table model such as the one described by
[27,28].

7 Conclusion and Discussion

We have presented a methodology that generates semantic frames from arbi-
trary domain-related Web tables. Our methodology stepwise instantiates the
underlying table model which consists of Physical, Structural, Functional and
Semantic components. The core steps of the methodology are (a) Cleaning and
Canonicalization, (b) Structure Detection, (c) Building of the Functional Ta-
ble Model (FTM), and (d) Semantic Enriching of the FTM. We demonstrated
and evaluated the successful automatic generation of frames from HTML ta-
bles in two experiments. Such a methodology is indeed novel and original as
most work in the field of table processing has merely considered single steps
such as table detection and recognition, row labeling, cell classification, as well
as merging of table units.

In a first experiment we have shown that our system successfully transformed
135 out of 158 Web tables into frames thus resulting in the 85,44% success
rate. This is a very promising result. The system was able to successfully
transform all tables of class 1D and 2D, but had problems with complex tables,
in particular with the combined type of complex tables. The CPU time for
the experiment was nearly 9 minutes.

In order to test the usability of the resulting frames generated by our sys-
tem, we performed the second experiment consisting in comparing each of
the frames generated by the system with two handcrafted by different hu-
mans (annotators). The inter-annotator agreement reached nearly 60% from
the best (conceptual) point of view, which was a bit lower than expected.
An analysis of the agreement among the system-generated frames and the
annotator-generated frames showed that from the conceptual point of view
the system is getting appropriate names for frames in almost 75% of the cases
and the totally identical name in more than 50% of the cases, which shows
that our method indeed provides qualitative results and thus that it is also
applicable in practice.

Finally, we have also presented a concrete application of our method, i.e.
accessing the extracted information through an inference engine allowing to
issue arbitrarily complex queries, up to the expressivity of F-Logic. The benefit
of translating the tables into a logic with a model-theoretic semantics thus at
the end pays off. In fact, when adding the extracted facts to an appropriately
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axiomatized logical theory we would be able to infer information beyond of
what is actually stated in the table.
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